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Haloalkyne Chemistry (SpringerBriefs in Molecular Science)Springer, 2015

	This book presents efficient and practical methods for the synthesis of various functionalized organic molecules from haloalkynes through different reaction processes such as cross-coupling reactions, nucleophilic additions and cycloadditions. It consists of four chapters demonstrating interesting examples of these transformations, and...
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Switching to Angular 2Packt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get up to date with the latest changes to Angular 2, including the improvements to directives, change detection, dependency injection, router, and more
	
		Understand Angular 2's new component-based architecture
	
		Start using TypeScript to supercharge your Angular 2...
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Three Laws of Nature: A Little Book on ThermodynamicsYale University Press, 2019

	A short and entertaining introduction to thermodynamics that uses real-world examples to explain accessibly an important but subtle scientific theory

	 

	A romantic description of the second law of thermodynamics is that the universe becomes increasingly disordered. But what does that actually mean? Starting with...
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JavaTech, an Introduction to Scientific and Technical Computing with JavaCambridge University Press, 2005
Java is a serious language suitable for demanding applications in science and
engineering. Really, we promise! Java offers a lot more than just those little
applets in your Web browser.

In JavaTech we focus on how Java can perform useful tasks in technical computing.
These tasks might involve an animated simulation to...
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Beginning Database Design (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2005
Database design involves how to best structure the tables and queries that are used with databases in order to provide optimum performance, storage, manageability, and flexibility. With relational databases, you can use those tables to organize your data and retrieve information from your database. This book provides you with an easy-to-understand...
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Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored Design Method  2007 Update with New Internet, Visual, and Mixed-Mode GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A crucial resource for increasing response rates and obtaining high-quality feedback from mail, electronic, and other surveys
    Don Dillman's Mail and Internet Surveys, Second Edition has been the definitive guide for creating and conducting successful surveys using both traditional and new media channels. Now, this...
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European Robotics Symposium 2006 (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2006
This unique reference represents a cross-section of forefront robotics research, ranging from robotics and systems to learning, autonomy and failure detection, from vision and navigation to localization and mapping, which are based on the papers presented at the 1st European Robotics Symposium (EUROS-06) held in Palermo, Italy from 16-18 March,...
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ColdFusion MX Developer's Cookbook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2003
ColdFusion is a rapid application development tool used to create Web sites throughout the Internet.  The product's ease of use and capabilities allow even inexperienced developers to rapidly produce basic Web sites.
The ColdFusion MX Developer's Cookbook focuses upon teaching the use of ColdFusion's advanced features in the development of more...
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Beginning Flash Game Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
You can start game programming in a flash      

Here's how to create five different cool games — no experience necessary!      

Ever think you could come up with a better computer game? Then this book is for you! No boring programming theory here, just the stuff you need to know to actually make something happen, and all in...
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Algorithms and Protocols for Wireless, Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Learn the fundamental algorithms and protocols for wireless and mobile ad hoc networks
Advances in wireless networking and mobile communication technologies, coupled with the proliferation of portable computers, have led to development efforts for wireless and mobile ad hoc networks. This book focuses on several aspects of wireless ad hoc...
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Clustering (IEEE Press Series on Computational Intelligence)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Clustering has become an increasingly important topic in recent years, caused by the glut of data from a wide variety of disciplines. However, due to the lack of good communication among these communities, similar theories or algorithms are redeveloped many times, causing unnecessary waste of time and resources. Furthermore, different terminologies...
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50 Awesome Auto Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Evil Genius format is the perfect "vehicle" for 50 incredible automotive projects that are compatible with any car, no matter what make, model, or year. Focusing on low-cost, easily obtained components, the book lists the items needed to complete each project along with a troubleshooting and repair section.     
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